ZEEVES PTE. LTD.

INTERNSHIP
AT
ZEEVES
If you would like to participate, please fill the attached Google-doc
'I would like to participate'.
If you have any questions, contact us at anna@zeeves.com
(Subject: Internship at Zeeves).
Feel free to send this document to your friends who may be
interested in this programme.

INTERNSHIP AT ZEEVES (DETAILS)
Zeeves is a Telegram-based Zilliqa wallet and investing tool.
Zeeves users can keep, invest, send, and invest cryptocurrency.
Zilliqa is a public blockchain platform designed to scale to thousands of
transactions per second. The platform is tailored towards enabling secure datadriven decentralized apps, designed to meet the scaling requirements of machine
learning and financial algorithms (https://craft.co/zilliqa).

YOU'LL IMMERSE IN THE CRYPTO WORLD
ENJOY TEAM WORK

CREATE AND PRESENT YOUR OWN PROJECTS

APPLY YOUR KNOWLEDGE AND GET NEW EXPERIENCE

IT'S A CHANCE TO GET A JOB AT ZEEVES

WE ARE LOOKING FOR

People interested in Marketing, Banking
Financials, Economics, Business, IT-sphere, for
example: cryptocurrency, NFTs, e-wallets.
I

DATES

FORMAT

March-May
(It may be possible to shift
the final of the internship
because of exam sessions)

Online
Zoom meetings

1ST MONTH

TIME SPENT
WEEKLY
(APPROX)

2 hours: online course(1st
month)
2 hours: weekly meetings
2 hours: project activity

2ND MONTH

Interns take an online course out of the
list we provide;
Zeeves presentation as a company;
Meetings to introduce interns into the
crypto world

3RD MONTH

Interns finish testing hypotheses.
During this period they work on the
presentation of their projects

Interns are divided into 2 teams (3-4 people
each);
Interns receive data about hypotheses they
will test and start researches
Zeeves features interested among
Europeans
Buying crypto and NFT
Understand values of European
customer

MOTIVATIONAL PROGRAMME

An intern will get points for completing a
course, attending weekly meetings,
presentation of their project, etc. A point
will be equal to a certain sum of crypto
that will be later sent to the intern via
Zeeves.

200$ money given to each intern to cover
expenses for testing hypotheses

